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Rising atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO ) levels can have negative impacts on food security through effects on plant

photosynthesis, productivity, and nutritional quality, especially in the presence of additional environmental stressors. This

entry presents a multi-factorial analysis of how differing levels of atmospheric CO  and mineral nutrient supply affect

productivity and nutritional quality of the aquatic floating plant Lemna minor (common duckweed) in the presence or

absence of its microbiome. Elevated CO  in combination with low nutrient supply decreased plant area-expansion rate

and increased biomass accumulation, with minimal negative impacts on protein-to-biomass ratio but stronger declines in

the content of essential human micronutrients. Inoculation with plant-associated microorganisms restored area-expansion

rate and further stimulated accumulation of biomass with an unaltered protein-to-biomass ratio compared to uninoculated

plants under a combination of elevated CO  and low nutrient supply. Under ample nutrient supply, inoculation ameliorated

the declines in micronutrient content induced by elevated CO . These findings add additional insight into possible roles of

duckweed in sustainable systems and support a role for the plant microbiome in protecting plant productivity and

nutritional quality in a manner that varies with specific growth conditions and plant traits. This understanding is relevant in

both agricultural and natural contexts during a time of rapid environmental change.
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1 .Introduction

A changing climate has intensified both abiotic (e.g., droughts, floods, extreme temperatures) and biotic stresses (pests

and pathogens) threatening food security  . While CO  is required for photosynthesis and the growth of plants and

algae, too much CO  can have negative effects, especially in combination with low nutrient supply . Such adverse

effects include diminished plant nutritional quality for human and non-human consumers . Future agriculture will require

climate-resilient crops , capable of maintaining both productivity and nutritional quality under changing environmental

conditions, as well as identification of mitigating factors that can support crop cultivation (as well as the primary

productivity of natural systems). Elevated CO  can alter not only protein but also micronutrient content because feedback

downregulation of photosynthesis impacts proteins that bind carotenoids that are essential human micronutrients, such as

provitamin A (β-carotene), lutein, and zeaxanthin (needed to support human vision, immune health, and cognitive

performance ). Such effects vary by plant species and growth conditions .

It has been proposed that plant-microbiome interaction may counteract photosynthetic downregulation and the loss of

plant nutritional quality . Such effects depend on environmental factors , including CO  level  and

nitrogen availability . Specifically, the plant microbiome has the potential to (i) increase plant nitrogen content in support

of new growth , (ii) lessen build-up of excess carbohydrates by serving as an additional carbohydrate-consuming sink,

(iii) produce growth-stimulating plant hormones , and/or (iv) induce routing of electrons into alternative pathways

in various compartments  (for a recent general overview, see ). Duckweeds grow exceptionally fast and can double

both frond number and area in 1–3 days . They also accumulate high-quality edible protein at levels up to 20x that

produced by soybean per unit of cultivation area . Moreover, duckweed accumulates high concentrations of essential

human micronutrients , including carotenoids . Duckweeds also support environmental sustainability by being able to

remove excess nitrogen and phosphorus  as well as heavy metals and other toxins  from freshwater

bodies .

2. Effects of Growth Environment and Inoculation on Plant Growth Rate

The most notable result for area expansion (via new growth; Figure 1A,B) over the course of the experimental phase was

a strong inhibition of its relative growth rate (RGR) by a combination of elevated CO  and low nutrient supply in

uninoculated fronds (Figure 1A, light-red solid column) and the complete prevention of this inhibition by inoculation

(Figure 1A, light-red dotted column).
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Figure 1. Relative growth rate (RGR) of frond area expansion under low (A) and ample (B) nutrients as well as RGR of

dry biomass production under low (C) and ample (D) nutrients for Lemna minor grown in 1/20 (light blue or light red) or 1/2

(dark blue or red) strength Schenk & Hildebrandt medium under either ambient (blue) or elevated (red) CO  levels. Blue

and red-color columns indicate ambient and elevated CO , respectively. Solid-fill columns represent plants that were not

inoculated (−M) and dotted columns plants that were inoculated (+M) with microorganisms from a pond with L. minor.
Mean values ± standard deviations; n = 3. Different lower-case letters represent significant differences at p < 0.05.

The RGR of dry biomass accumulation (Figure 1C,D) exhibited both similar and different effects compared to RGR of

area expansion. On the one hand, under low nutrient supply (Figure 1C) biomass accumulation was not significantly

different under elevated CO  (light-red solid column) versus ambient CO  (light-blue solid column), which was a different

response from that of RGR of area expansion (Figure 1A). On the other hand, inoculation caused a significant stimulation

of the RGR of biomass production (Figure 1C, light-red dotted compared to light-red solid column), as was also seen for

the RGR of area expansion (Figure 1A).

All these findings are consistent with altered source-sink and carbon to nitrogen relationships in duckweed grown under

elevated CO , as has been reported for other plants . Conversely, the plant microbiome may have restored balance

in these systems, and allowed new area growth, via (i) consumption of excess carbohydrate produced by the fronds and

(ii) possible improvement in nitrogen availability by increased uptake from the medium and/or from microbial N  fixation

. Moreover, Figure 1B,D show that neither elevated (versus ambient) CO  nor inoculation of fronds (versus

uninoculated fronds) resulted in significantly different RGRs of area expansion or biomass accumulation under ample

nutrient supply. This result further emphasizes that the combination of elevated CO  with low nutrient supply caused the

apparent imbalances .
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3.Effect of Growth Environment and Inoculation on Dry Biomass per Area
and Protein per Dry Biomass

More dry biomass accumulated per unit frond area under elevated CO  especially in combination with low nutrient supply

in the medium (Figure 2A,B, light-red compared to light-blue solid columns). This dry biomass had a ratio of protein to

biomass that was a little – albeit not significantly – lower in elevated versus ambient CO  (Figure 2C,D, light-red

compared to light-blue solid columns). Protein-to-biomass ratio can be used as a proxy for the relative proportion of

nitrogen to carbon in the biomass and thus biomass quality.

Figure 2. Dry biomass production per frond area under low (A) and ample (B) nutrients as well as protein to dry biomass

ratio under low (C) and ample (D) nutrients for Lemna minor grown in 1/20 (light blue or light red) or 1/2 strength (dark

blue or red) Schenk & Hildebrandt medium and either ambient (blue) or elevated (red) CO  levels. Solid-fill columns

represent fronds that were not inoculated (−M) and dotted columns plants that were inoculated (+M) with microorganisms

from a pond with L. minor. Mean values ± standard deviations; n = 3. Different lower-case letters represent significant

differences at p < 0.05.

The finding that there were only minor, non-significant differences in protein to biomass ratio among treatments with

respect to nutrient supply, CO  level, or inoculation (Figure 2C,D) is consistent with duckweed’s ability to store large

quantities of protein that is apparently rather insensitive to feedback downregulation and may also provide nitrogen for

new growth for some time upon transfer to low nutrient supply . In contrast, terrestrial plants often exhibit pronounced

effects of elevated CO  on foliar protein, especially under limiting nutrient supply, associated with feedback

downregulation of photosynthetic proteins . Moreover, elevated CO  under low nitrogen supply can also lead to a

lowering of grain protein content in barley, wheat, and rice . In such cases, any enhanced biomass production is

accompanied by a significantly diminished nutritional quality of this biomass under elevated CO  and low nutrient supply

. These findings indicate a benefit of plant-microbe interaction on the nutritional quality of plant biomass (protein-to-

biomass ratio) in duckweed under low nutrient supply irrespective of CO  level.
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Trends were somewhat different under ample nutrient supply, where inoculation did not enhance biomass per frond area

under either ambient or elevated CO  (Figure 2B) and also did not affect protein-to-biomass ratio (Figure 2D). This

outcome is consistent with the absence of any inhibition of area expansion by elevated CO  under ample nutrient supply

(Figure 1B).

Taken together, these findings suggest that association of a microbiome with the duckweed L. minor is beneficial for

production of large amounts of high-quality biomass with respect to protein-to-biomass ratio. This benefit manifested

especially under the combination of elevated CO  and low nutrient supply where inoculation not only prevented inhibition

of area expansion by elevated CO  but allowed accumulation of more biomass per area with a high protein content.

4. Effect of Growth Environment and Inoculation on Chlorophyll and
Carotenoid Micronutrients

Figures 3 and 4 show plant pigment levels on a dry biomass basis. There was a rather consistent trend for a decline

(relative to dry biomass) in pigments associated with chlorophyll-binding proteins upon transfer to low-nutrient medium,

resulting in lower chlorophyll-to-biomass and carotenoid-to-biomass ratios under low (Figure 3A,C and Figure 4A,C)

compared to ample (Figure 3B,D and Figure 4B,D) nutrient supply and irrespective of CO  level and inoculation status.

The more pronounced declines in pigments compared to total protein in L. minor is consistent with chlorophyll/carotenoid-

binding proteins, but not vegetative storage protein (Rubisco), being under the control of feedback downregulation.

In addition, inoculation counteracted the declines in the ratios of chlorophyll-to-biomass and carotenoid-to-biomass seen

in elevated CO  (dark-red dotted versus solid columns) but did so only under ample (Figure 3B,D and Figure 4B,D) but

not low (Figure 3A,C and Figure 4A,C) nutrient supply. In fact, inoculation showed a trend for exacerbating the decline in

carotenoid-to-biomass ratio under low nutrient supply (Figure 3A,C and Figure 4A,C, dotted compared to solid columns).

This response may be associated with the potential for both competition for, and provision of, plant mineral nutrients by

microorganisms .
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Figure 3. Chlorophyll (a + b) content (A,B) and β-carotene content (C,D) as fractions of dry biomass under low (A,C) and

ample (B,D) nutrient supply for Lemna minor grown in 1/20 (light blue or light red) or 1/2 strength (dark blue or dark red)

Schenk & Hildebrandt medium and either ambient (blue) or elevated (red) CO  levels. Solid columns represent plants that

were not inoculated (−M) and dotted columns represent plants that were inoculated (+M) with microorganisms from a

pond with L. minor. Mean values ± standard deviations; n = 3 under all conditions except for n = 2 in the treatment of

inoculated fronds in ambient CO  and low nutrients. Different lower-case letters represent significant differences at p <

0.05.

Figure 4. Ratios of the three carotenoids of the xanthophyll cycle to biomass under low (A) and ample (B) nutrients as

well as lutein to biomass under low (C) and ample (D) nutrients for Lemna minor grown in 1/20 (light blue or light red) or

1/2 strength (dark blue or red) Schenk & Hildebrandt medium and either ambient (blue) or elevated (red) CO  levels. Solid

columns represent plants that were not inoculated (−M) and dotted columns represent plants that were inoculated (+M)

with microorganisms from a pond with L. minor. A, antheraxanthin; V, violaxanthin; Z, zeaxanthin. Mean values ± standard

deviations; n = 3 under all conditions except for n = 2 in the treatment of inoculated fronds in ambient CO  and low

nutrients. Different lower-case letters represent significant differences at p < 0.05.

5. Take-Home Messages and Benefits of Plant-Microbiome Interaction

Inoculation treatment in the duckweed L. minor showed clear benefits under conditions of elevated CO  and low nutrient

supply in preventing area-growth inhibition and allowing greater accumulation of biomass with an unaltered protein-to-

biomass ratio. Presence of the plant microbiome ameliorated decreases in carotenoid/biomass ratios for several

carotenoids that are essential human micronutrients under ample but not limiting nutrient supply. These findings are

consistent with a view that the impact of plant-microbiome interaction varies with plant species, growth conditions, and

specific aspects of plant productivity and plant nutritional quality considered. Duckweed exhibited a notable insensitivity to

declines in plant protein content under elevated CO , which was further aided by plant-microbiome interaction especially

under limiting nutrient supply.
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